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Mariam khan reporting title song

Indian TV series Mariam Khan - Reporting LiveGenreDrama[1]Written bySaba MumtazDirected by Majid AzamIsmail Umarr khan Creative directorSiddhartha VankarStarring Deshna Dugad Mahima Makwana Param Singh ComposerNeeraj ShridharCountry originIndiaOriginal languages Hindi No. season1N. episodes169Manufacturs Majid Azam Afaque
Azam Camera SettingsMulti-cameraRunning time30 min approxProduction companySomersault ProductionsDistributorStar IndiaReleaseOriginal networkStarPlusPicture format 576i HDTV 1080i First viewed inIndia 21. 11 January 2019 (2019-01-11)External LinksHotstar Mariam Khan - Reporting Live is an Indian TV series broadcast on Star Plus and
Hotstar. The series premiered on May 21, 2018 and was produced by Majid Azam and Afaque Azam. [2] It starred Mahim Makwan and Param Singh. The show ended on January 11, 2019, completed 169 episodes and was replaced by dil toh happy hai ji. [4] Synopsis Mariam Khan is an imaginative and curious child who does not take things at face value.
She's the youngest member of a large family. Her grandfather is a patriarch. Mariam adores her father Majaaz Khan (Khalid Siddiqui), who is an idealistic journalist and owns a newspaper. The show is based in Bhopal, a city that mixes westernization and tradition. Her mother Madeeha (Rukhsar Rehman) only deals with marrying her daughters, while
Mariam plans to become a reporter and shares an emotional bond with her father. But the Khan family is hiding a secret from the world. Unconsciousness of the younger generation, her father is accused of terrorism and is shot while a pilgrim takes a young Mariam. Ten years later, Mariam will grow up. To avoid her past, she adopted the name Manjeet Kaur
and begins living in Amritsar working as an independent taxi driver. One day, while taking one of her passengers to Badnaam Gali to meet a stranger (Fawad), she is shocked to see her father's photo in his hand. He later suspects Fawad and tries to learn more about his father. In the process, she learns that her seemingly dead family is actually alive and her
house has not burned down. She was made to believe that her family was not alive fawad mother so that she could own the ancestors home in the name of Mariam Mariam and Fawad fall in love. Majaaz is revealed as alive and not a terrorist. Majaaz will join them later. They begin to prepare for the marriage of Zain and Meher and Fawad and Mariam. Then,
after marrying Zain-Meher and Fawad-Mariam we all get to know Fawad and Bhakti's daughter, Cheeku. Later they realize that Cheeku isn't Fawad's daughter &amp; that Rifat had blackmailed Bhakti to say it, but she denied it. Finally Rifat killed off Bhakti &amp; created a fake story that Cheeku is Fawad's daughter. Mariam finds out everything following
which Rifat gets arrested &amp; Cheeku is adopted legally as Mariam &amp; Fawad's daughter and Mahira and Rehaan comes and Aliya hugs their and Golu is accepted by Zain and Meher. Cast Principal Deshna Duggad/Mahima Makwana as Mariam Asraf/Manjeet Kaur-Aayat's daughter, Majaaz and Madeeha's niece, Beeji's adopted daughter, Meher and
Mahira's younger sister, Fawad's wife and Cheeku's adopted mother. (2018–2019) Ashar Khan/Param Singh as Fawad Ashraf-Wasim and Rifat's second son, Zain's younger brother, Mariam's husband and Cheeku's adopted father. (2018–2019) Avinash Mishra/Himmanshoo A. Malhotra as Zain Ashraf-Wasim and Rifat's first son, Fawad's older brother,
Meher's husband and Golu's adopted father. (2018–2019) Sheena Bajaj as Meher Asraf-Majaaz and Madeeha's daughter, Mahira and Mariam's older sister, Zain's wife and Golu's adopted mother. (2018–2019) Paras Kalnawat as Rehaan Thakur-Sarfaraz's son, Mahira's husband and Aliya's father. (2018 - 2019) Priyanka Kandwal as Mahira Thakur-Majaaz
and Madeeha's daughter, Meher's younger and Mariam's older sister, Rehaan's wife and Aliya's mother. (2018 - 2019) Khalid Siddiqui as Majaaz Aijaz Khan-Aijaaz and Ayesha's son, Aayat's older brother, Madeeha's husband and Meher and Mahira's father. (2018–2019) Rukhsar Rehman as Madeeha Khan-Wasim's younger sister, Majaaz's wife and Meher
and Mahira's mother. (2018–2019) Anju Mahendra as Beeji-Pilgrim, Mariam the savior and her adoptive mother. (2018 - 2019) Sagar Saini as Wasim Ashraf-Madeeha's older brother, Zain and Fawad's father and Rifat's ex-husband. (2018 -2019) S.M. Zaheer in a dual role as twins: Nawaz Ali Khan: Majaaz and Aayat's uncle and Meher and Mahira's paternal
grandfather and Mariam's maternal grandfather. (2018) Nawab Aijaaz Ali Khan: Majaaz and Aayat's father, Ayesha's husband and Meher and Mahira's paternal grandfather and Mariam's maternal grandfather. (2018–2019) Recurring Heena Rajput as Ayesha Khan-Majaaz and Aayat's mother, Aijaaz's wife, Meher and Mahira's paternal grandmother and
Mariam's maternal grandmother. (2018) Lubna Salim as the ex-wife of Rirat Ashraf-Wasim and Zain and Fawad's mother. (2018–2019) (Trapped) Vinod Kapoor as father Sarfaraz Thakur-Rehaan. (2018) (jailed) Mansi Sharma as Aayat Aijaz Khan-Aijaaz and Ayesha's daughter, Majaaz's younger sister, Meher and Mahira's aunt, Mariam's mother and
Humdum's sister in law. (2018) (Pakistan) Atharva Phadnis as girlfriend Lalla -Mariam. (2018) Aarna Bhadoriya as Lakshmi-Mariam's girlfriend. (2018) Ashutosh Priyadarshi as Sub-Inspector (2018) Gauransh Sharma as friend Akshay-Mariam. (2018) Shefali Rana as Asha (2018) Kiimmy Kaur as Humdum - Aayat's sister-in-law. (2018) (Pakistan) Honey
Kamboj as Farhan (2018) Lavina Tandon as Aarshifa (2018) Rajesh singh as Ballu (2018) Surveen Chawla in cameo role as Shaira, Meher's friend. (2018) [5] Soundtrack Mariam Khan Reporting LiveOriginal Sound TrackSoundtrack album Rahul JainGenreRomanceSoundtrackLanguageHindi Mariam Khan Reporting Live soundtrack is written and
composed by Rahul Jain. Rangrez, sung by Rahul Jain, was released on May 21, 2018. Mariam Khan Reporting TracklistingNo.TitleArtistLength1. O Rangrez (Male)Rahul Jain4:222. Jannu Na (Male)Rahul Jain3:33Neeraj Shridhar sang and composed the title track of this show. [6] The production of the show took over the time slot of Yeh Hai Mohabbatein
and the second was moved to a late night slot. [3] In September 2018, actress Priyanka Kandwal left the show because she doesn't want to get older after a jump. That same month, actor Avinash Mishra left when he was unhappy with the time on screen due to his character. [7] Paras Kalnawat also left the show when he was disappointed with the creators
because he did not offer the lead role of the characters as promised. [8] It originally started with Deshna Dugad. Due to low ratings, the plot took a leap that began with Mahima Makwana and Param Singh. [9] References ^ Mariam Khan - Reporting Live streaming on Hotstar. Hotstar. May 21, 2018. ^ Newly swam Somersault Productions bags its first project
since Star Plus. A team of television crews. April 2018. ^ and b Replacing Ye Hai Mohabbatein is an added advantage, says Sheena Bajaj of Mariam Khan - Reporting Live. The Times of India. May 14, 2018. ^ Mariam Khan: Reporting Live Khalid Siddiqui says it's sad that the show is happening off the air. Times of India. ^ Surveen Chawla make a cameo in
mariam khan's TV show. The Times of India. November 22, 2018. August 19, 2019. ^ Neeraj Shridhar composed the title track 'Mariam Khan...'. The Quint. ^ Mariam Khan Reporting Live Actress Priyanka Kandwal to leave the show; Here's why. Times of India. ^ Paras Kalnawat pens up an emotional goodbye post for his entire team of Mariam Khan -
Reporting Live; see pic. Times of India. ^ Post jump, Mahima Makwana to play Manjeet in Mariam Khan - Reporting Live. APN News. External Links Mariam Khan - Reporting Live Streaming on Hotstar Obtained from Mariam Khan - Reporting Live (Star Plus) Serial Mp3 SongMariam Khan - Reporting Live (Star Plus) Serial Mp3 SongAlbum : Mariam Khan -
Reporting Live (Star Plus) Serial Mp3 SongLabel : Star PlusReleased : 21.5.2018Categories: : Mariam Khan - Reporting Live (Star Plus) Serial Mp3 SongDescription : Mariam Khan - Reporting Live Serial Mp3 Song, Mariam Khan - Reporting Live Serial Title Song, Mariam Khan - Reporting by Live Serial Ringtone, Mariam Khan Serial 320Kbps 192Kbps
128Kbps and 64Kbps iTunes Rip Mp3 Songs All TracksMP3 Mariam Khan Serial All SongsMP3 Mariam Khan Serial RingtonesMP3 Mariam Khan Serial Title SongPage 1 of 1Jump It: Tags:- Mariam Khan Serial Mp3 Song, Mariam Khan Serial Title Song , Mariam Khan Serial Ringtone, Mariam Khan Serial Full Title Song, Mariam Khan - Reporting Live (Star
Plus) Serial All Mp3 Song 320Kbps 192Kbps 128Kbps and 64Kbps iTunes Rip Mp3 Songs Sorry! Something went wrong Is the network connection unstable or the browser out of date? Mohit Chauhan Mohit Chauhan was tied in the title track of Mariam Khan's show Live reporting. Sources say the creators initially approached musician Pritam for it, but the
composer has been busy with previous commitments. On Mother's Day last year, Mohit Chauhan belted out a song that is part of a channel campaign dedicated to mothers. The song Maa is written by Manoj Muntashir and composed by Rajeev Bhalla. Mohit says: I was taken away by melodies and lyrics; this is heart-stirring. It's an acoustic and euphonic
guitar song that makes for such an exceptional occasion as Mother's Day, I feel honored to be a part of it. He adds: 'I love you Mom, please listen to this beautiful song. He is considered an outstanding singer with various hit songs in his kitten, but Mohit Chauhan says as he made it great as a musician, he wanted to be an actor. Chauhan, who sang popular
figures such as Matargasthi, Tujhe Bhula Diya and Sadda Haq, says he was interested in theatre and performed full length theatrical plays after he graduated from his college. I did a lot of theatre. I finished university, was part of nsd and did full length plays on stage. In fact, at one point, I wanted to get into FTII, but there were no acting courses then. I think it
only started a few years ago. So I missed an opportunity, Chauhan told PTI. The singer first came into the limelight with a Dooba Dooba song from his band Silk Route. After the band dissolved, Chauhan came up with guncha's song from the 2005 film Main, Meri Patni Aur Woh. Although he later sang for composer Ar Rahman in Rang De Basanti, it was the
2007 Pritam-composed Tum Se Hi of Jab We Met that got him mainstream success. The 49-year-old singer feels he is now at a stage where he can try different things like acting in movies and television, assuming he likes the content. If I get an offer and think that's something I can do, then I'll think about it.... I'm ready to consider all the film and TV acting
offerings provided it's great. Chauhan collaborated with singer Neeti Mohan to sing the song for the new season of the TV show Yeh Hai Aashiqui. The duo recreated the title track of the show and shot the music video together. I've seen several episodes of the series once. Then Disney called me and I heard the song. I knew Neeti would sing with me and I
was very excited. In addition, both singers will feature in some episodes in the series as a musical narrator. I've never been part of something like this on TV before. This was the first time I was happy. I also made a video with Neeti. We'll both be featured in some episodes, through our song. I'm excited about it. The Pee Loon hitmaker says he's also
interested in releasing several singles in the future. Let's hope so, I have a few things planned. Let's see if it goes. Read also: Singer Mohit Chauhan's no-show cost us $500,000, say US organizers Catch Up with all the latest entertainment news and gossip here. Also new mid-day Android and iOS apps to get the latest updates
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